
grammarsaurus.co.uk

Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Complete the beginning of each word with
either a ‘g’ or a ‘j’. 

All these words are missing the same letter.
What is it?

Circle the correct spelling of each word.

Circle the silent letter in each of these words. Tick to show whether the words have
been spelt correctly or incorrectly. 

Unscramble these words to find the
spellings which spell the ‘s’ sound with a ‘c’.

a)   badge    /    badj    /    bage 

knock
_____rite 

_____ritten 

_____rong 

_____rap

Missing letter =know

gnat

gnaw

b)   chandge    /    change    /    chanj

c)   brij    /    brige    /    bridge 

a) c a e r = ________________________

b) e c i = __________________________

c) y t c i = _________________________

tabel

camel 

travle

middle

____elly

____iant

____ira�e
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Complete the beginning of each word with
either a ‘g’ or a ‘j’. 

All these words are missing the same letter.
What is it?

Circle the correct spelling of each word.

Circle the silent letter in each of these words. Tick to show whether the words have
been spelt correctly or incorrectly. 

Unscramble these words to find the
spellings which spell the ‘s’ sound with a ‘c’.

a)   badge    /    badj    /    bage 

knock
_____rite 

_____ritten 

_____rong 

_____rap

Missing letter =know

gnat

gnaw

b)   chandge    /    change    /    chanj

c)   brij    /    brige    /    bridge 

a) c a e r = ________________________

b) e c i = __________________________

c) y t c i = _________________________

tabel

camel 

travle

middle

____elly

____iant

____ira�e

j

g

ice

race

city

w

w

w

w

w

g



All these words are missing the same letter.
What is it?

fl_____

cr_____

tr_____

repl_____

Missing letter =
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Complete the spelling sums. 

Complete the words with ‘al’ or ‘il’.

Rewrite the sentence in the past tense. Tick to show whether the words need
‘l’ or ‘ll’.

Write the plurals of these words.

ball or bal 

wallk or walk 

allways or always

call or cal

penc_____

hospit_____

anim_____

singular

fly

copy

baby

plural

I cry when the footballer waves at me. a) swim + ing = ________________________ 

b) smile + ing = ________________________

c) jump + ing = ________________________

d) take + ing = _________________________

l ll



a) swim + ing = ________________________ 

b) smile + ing = ________________________

c) jump + ing = ________________________

d) take + ing = _________________________

All these words are missing the same letter.
What is it?

fl_____

cr_____

tr_____

repl_____

Missing letter =
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Complete the spelling sums. 

Complete the words with ‘al’ or ‘il’.

Rewrite the sentence in the past tense. Tick to show whether the words need
‘l’ or ‘ll’.

Write the plurals of these words.

ball or bal 

wallk or walk 

allways or always

call or cal

penc_____

hospit_____

anim_____

singular

fly

copy

baby

flies

copies

babies

plural

I cry when the footballer waves at me. 
l ll

il

al

al

I cried when the footballer

waved at me.

swimming

smiling

jumping

taking

y

y

y

y

y



monk_____ 

donk_____

chimn_____

vall_____

Missing letters =

I wont a new wotch for my next 
birthday. 

a) enjoy + ment = ____________________ 

b) amuse + ment = ___________________

c) agree + ment = ____________________
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Add ‘est’ to these words.

Complete the spellings by placing one letter
on each line.

Circle the correct spelling in each sentence.

Rewrite this sentence with the correct
spellings.

Complete the spelling sums. 

All these words are missing the same letters.
What are they?

a) My sister pated / patted the dog.

b) I droped / dropped the plate on the floor. 

c) Ella skipped / skiped to school. 

happy

rude

nice

sad

w

w



a) enjoy + ment = ____________________ 

b) amuse + ment = ___________________

c) agree + ment = ____________________

monk_____ 

donk_____

chimn_____

vall_____

Missing letters =

I wont a new wotch for my next 
birthday. 
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Add ‘est’ to these words.

Complete the spellings by placing one letter
on each line.

Circle the correct spelling in each sentence.

Rewrite this sentence with the correct
spellings.

Complete the spelling sums. 

All these words are missing the same letters.
What are they?

a) My sister pated / patted the dog.

b) I droped / dropped the plate on the floor. 

c) Ella skipped / skiped to school. 

happy

rude

nice

sad

happiest

rudest

nicest

saddest

I want a new watch for my

next birthday. 

enjoyment

amusement

agreement

ey

ey

ey

ey

w

w o r l d

o r m

ey



playful 

harmless 

coldly

illness

station  /  stashion

ficshun  /  fiction

moshun  /  motion

nation  /  naishun

section  /  seckshun

Tick to show whether the words have
been spelt correctly or incorrectly. 

bottel

towel 

gentle 

tunnle

Change these adjectives into nouns by
adding the su�x –ness. 
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Complete the beginning of each word with
either a ‘g’ or a ‘j’.

Match the words to their contracted form. Circle the correct spelling in these pairs 
of words. 

Underline the su�x in the words below.

_____em

_____ob

_____ar

adjective noun

sad

happy

rude

do not

could have

I will

it is

could’ve

I’ll

don’t 

it’s



playful 

harmless 

coldly

illness

station  /  stashion

ficshun  /  fiction

moshun  /  motion

nation  /  naishun

section  /  seckshun

Tick to show whether the words have
been spelt correctly or incorrectly. 

bottel

towel 

gentle 

tunnle

Change these adjectives into nouns by
adding the su�x –ness. 
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Complete the beginning of each word with
either a ‘g’ or a ‘j’.

Match the words to their contracted form. Circle the correct spelling in these pairs 
of words. 

Underline the su�x in the words below.

_____em

_____ob

_____ar

adjective noun

sad

happy

rude

sadness

happiness

rudeness

g

j

j

do not

could have

I will

it is

could’ve

I’ll

don’t 

it’s



hope 

sad 

pretty 

fear 

rest

Circle the correct spelling of each word.

a)   edge    /    edj     /    ege

b)   villadge    /    village    /    villaj

c)   huj    /    hudge    /    huge

a) The children picked up ( their / they’re / 

there ) pencils and started to ( right / write ). 

b) The girl asked if she could have a ( piece 

/ peace ) of cake ( to / two / too ).

a) slow + ly = ________________________ 

b) gentle + ly = ______________________

c) bad + ly = ________________________ 

d) happy + ly = ______________________
_
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Circle the correct spelling to complete each
sentence.

Place the apostrophe in the correct place.

Circle all the words which can have the su�x
‘less’ added to them. 

Complete the spelling calculations.Tick to show whether the words have
been spelt correctly or incorrectly. 

squirrle

bottle

littel

tinsel

the  girls  book 

the  dogs  bone



hope 

sad 

pretty 

fear 

rest

Circle the correct spelling of each word.

a)   edge    /    edj     /    ege

b)   villadge    /    village    /    villaj

c)   huj    /    hudge    /    huge

a) The children picked up ( their / they’re / 

there ) pencils and started to ( right / write ). 

b) The girl asked if she could have a ( piece 

/ peace ) of cake ( to / two / too ).

a) slow + ly = ________________________ 

b) gentle + ly = ______________________

c) bad + ly = ________________________ 

d) happy + ly = ______________________
_
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Circle the correct spelling to complete each
sentence.

Place the apostrophe in the correct place.

Circle all the words which can have the su�x
‘less’ added to them. 

Complete the spelling calculations.Tick to show whether the words have
been spelt correctly or incorrectly. 

squirrle

bottle

littel

tinsel

the  girl’s  book 

the  dog’s  bone

slowly

gently

badly

happily



All these words are missing the same letter.
What is it?

_____reck 

_____rist 

_____restle 

_____riggle

Missing letter =

___et

ma___ic

___entleman

do’nt

isn’t

I’ll

should’ave

Unscramble these words to find the spellings
which spell the ‘s’ sound with a ‘c’. 
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Complete each word with either a ‘g’ or a ‘j’.

Rewrite the sentence without using any
contracted forms. 

I’ve got a new puppy but it’s very naughty
and doesn’t listen to me!

Tick to show whether the words have been
spelt correctly or incorrectly. 

a) f c a y n  = ______________________

b) a e c l = _________________________

c) e n c i = _________________________

Circle the silent letter in each of these words.

knee

knew

gnome

gnash



I have got a new puppy but it is very

naughty and does not listen to me! 

All these words are missing the same letter.
What is it?

_____reck 

_____rist 

_____restle 

_____riggle

Missing letter =

___et

ma___ic

___entleman

do’nt

isn’t

I’ll

should’ave

Unscramble these words to find the spellings
which spell the ‘s’ sound with a ‘c’. 
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Complete each word with either a ‘g’ or a ‘j’.

Rewrite the sentence without using any
contracted forms. 

I’ve got a new puppy but it’s very naughty
and doesn’t listen to me!

Tick to show whether the words have been
spelt correctly or incorrectly. 

a) f c a y n  = ______________________

b) a e c l = _________________________

c) e n c i = _________________________

Circle the silent letter in each of these words.

knee

knew

gnome

gnash

j

g

fancy

lace

nice
g

w

w

w

w

w



a) do + ing = ________________________ 

b) wave + ing = ______________________

c) sing + ing = _______________________ 

d) drop + ing = ______________________
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Complete the spelling sums.

Complete the words with ‘el’ or ‘le’.

app_____

tow____

bott____

All these words are missing the same letter.
What is it?

meta_____

capita_____

fossi_____

nostri_____

Missing letter =

Write the plurals of these words.

singular

lorry

fairy

berry

plural

Rewrite the sentence in the past tense.

Jane smiles because the flowers grow. 

Tick to show whether the words need
‘l’ or ‘ll’.

all or al 

tallk or talk 

allthough or although

tall or tal

l ll



Jane smiled because the

flowers grew. 

a) do + ing = ________________________ 

b) wave + ing = ______________________

c) sing + ing = _______________________ 

d) drop + ing = ______________________

grammarsaurus.co.uk

Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Complete the spelling sums.

Complete the words with ‘el’ or ‘le’.

app_____

tow____

bott____

All these words are missing the same letter.
What is it?

meta_____

capita_____

fossi_____

nostri_____

Missing letter =

Write the plurals of these words.

singular

lorry

fairy

berry

lorries

fairies

berries

plural

Rewrite the sentence in the past tense.

Jane smiles because the flowers grow. 

Tick to show whether the words need
‘l’ or ‘ll’.

all or al 

tallk or talk 

allthough or although

tall or tal

l ll

le

l

l

l

l

l

el

le

doing

waving

singing

dropping



Complete the spellings by placing one letter
on each line. Each word starts with ‘w’. 
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Add ‘er’ to these words.

Circle the correct spelling in each sentence.

a) The man humed / hummed a tune.

b) Mum bakeed / baked a cake.

c) Harry copied / copyed my work!

happy

hike

funny

fat

k_____ 

mon_____

hon_____

jock_____

Missing letters =

All these words are missing the same letters.
What are they?

I wotched the wosp fly near the 
football squod.

Rewrite this sentence with the correct
spellings.

a) excite + ment = ___________________

b) treat + ment = ____________________

c) pay + ment = _____________________

Complete the spelling sums. 



I watched the wasp fly near the

football squad. 

ey

a) excite + ment = ___________________

b) treat + ment = ____________________

c) pay + ment = _____________________

Complete the spellings by placing one letter
on each line. Each word starts with ‘w’. 
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Add ‘er’ to these words.

Circle the correct spelling in each sentence.

a) The man humed / hummed a tune.

b) Mum bakeed / baked a cake.

c) Harry copied / copyed my work!

happy

hike

funny

fat

happier

hiker

funnier

fatter

k_____ 

mon_____

hon_____

jock_____

Missing letters =

All these words are missing the same letters.
What are they?

I wotched the wosp fly near the 
football squod.

Rewrite this sentence with the correct
spellings.

Complete the spelling sums. 

ey

ey

treatment

payment

ey

ey

w o r d

w o r k

excitement
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Change these adjectives into nouns by adding
the su�x –ness. 

Underline the su�x in the words below.

adjective

lazy

silly

bright

noun

Match the words to their contracted form.

Rewrite this sentence using the contracted
forms of the words which are underlined.

Jamie did not know where he had put his
coat but it was not on the hook. 

angrily

peaceful 

restless

sickness

we are

has not

they are

he is

hasn’t

they’re

we’re

he’s

Tick to show whether the words have
been spelt correctly or incorrectly. 

petal 

channle

tickal

barrel

action  /  acshon

menshon  /  mention

opshon  /  option

position  /  posishun

operation  /  operashun

Circle the correct spelling in these pairs 
of words. 



Jamie didn’t know where he’d put his coat

but it wasn’t on the hook. 
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

Change these adjectives into nouns by adding
the su�x –ness. 

Underline the su�x in the words below.

adjective

lazy

silly

bright

laziness

silliness

brightness

noun

Match the words to their contracted form.

Rewrite this sentence using the contracted
forms of the words which are underlined.

Jamie did not know where he had put his
coat but it was not on the hook. 

angrily

peaceful 

restless

sickness

Tick to show whether the words have
been spelt correctly or incorrectly. 

petal 

channle

tickal

barrel

action  /  acshon

menshon  /  mention

opshon  /  option

position  /  posishun

operation  /  operashun

Circle the correct spelling in these pairs 
of words. 

we are

has not

they are

he is

hasn’t

they’re

we’re

he’s
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

a) move + ment = ____________________

b) thank + ful = ______________________

c) spot + less = ______________________

d) easy + ly = _______________________

Complete the spelling calculations. 

Circle all the words which can have the su�x
‘ness’ added to them. 

happy

pain

table

ill

kind

a) Can you ( here / hear ) me or do you 

need to ( be / bee ) closer to the front?

b) The team ( won / one ) the trophy as 

the( sun / son ) was shining.

Circle the correct spelling to complete each
sentence.

Circle the incorrect spellings in this sentence
and rewrite it correctly underneath. 

The babyes were cryying so there
muther pickt them up. 

Tick to show whether the words have
been spelt correctly or incorrectly. 

capitel

travel

hospital 

locle

Place the apostrophe in the correct place.

the  birds  nest

the  seals  ball



The babies were cyring so their mother

picked them up. 
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Task 1

Task 2 Task 4 Task 6

Task 5

Task 3

a) move + ment = ____________________

b) thank + ful = ______________________

c) spot + less = ______________________

d) easy + ly = _______________________

Complete the spelling calculations. 

Circle all the words which can have the su�x
‘ness’ added to them. 

happy

pain

table

ill

kind

a) Can you ( here / hear ) me or do you 

need to ( be / bee ) closer to the front?

b) The team ( won / one ) the trophy as 

the( sun / son ) was shining.

Circle the correct spelling to complete each
sentence.

Circle the incorrect spellings in this sentence
and rewrite it correctly underneath. 

The babyes were cryying so there
muther pickt them up. 

Tick to show whether the words have
been spelt correctly or incorrectly. 

capitel

travel

hospital 

locle

Place the apostrophe in the correct place.

the  bird’s  nest

the  seal’s  ball

movement

thankful

spotless

easily


